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ABSTRACT

Information extraction and optimization play vital role in semantic web mining. Semantic web mining process proceeds the better way information retrieval over the ocean of internet database. In this paper design model of information optimization using feature vector optimization. The feature vector optimization process reduces the relational key constraints for the categorization of information for retrieval. Relative information categorization increases the hit ratio of retrieving data. For the better categorization of relative information used cascaded support vector machine. The cascaded support vector machine is two stages multi-kernel-based classification process. The two-stage support vector machine reduces the semantic gap between the search query and internet database. The design model removes the bottleneck of relational constraints of the post mining process. The feature vector optimization is used to find optimal attribute for the label of the cascaded support vector machine. The labeled class of support vector machine map the domain ontology database.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of internet database diverts the accuracy of information retrieval, for the betterment of information retrieval over the internet used semantic web mining. The semantic mining approach faced a problem of large amounts of links, tag and unstructured data on web pages. For the better retrieval of information used various data mining and attribute-based optimization technique[1, 3], the labeling of information enhances the capacity of information retrieval, for the labeling of information used various data mining algorithms such as clustering, classification and rule mining. The classification algorithms such as support vector machine and other regression algorithms reduces the bottleneck of rules and improve the retrieval capacity [4-9]. The process of optimization reduces the semantic gap between the search query and retrieve information. For the optimization of keywords, sentence and segment of words used feature vector optimization process. The feature vector optimization process provides the optimal feature attribute of the database. It also reduces the constraints of relation mapping of words to making sentences. The cascaded support vector machine classifies the optimal words for the retrieval of information. The cascaded support vector machine used multi-kernel function for the mapping of feature attributes according to their relation][1, 10, 13]. The attribute relation mapped the domain ontologies of the database. The domain ontologies of database are not modified, just is extension of relative rules of statements[12]. The ontologies-based web mining used in various discipies of information process such as medical science, news portal, hotel industry and many more areas. In the current scenario of web-based information extraction process used regular ontologies. A regular ontology gives the predefined set of data, the regular ontologies are failed to retrieve accurate data over the internet[11]. The process of ontologies combined with optimization algorithms and achieve the better information retrieval. However, Internet archived data are growing rapidly because of the sharing of information between various systems’ existing ontology-based systems can extract appropriate information to a limited extent. Now
cascaded support vector machine (CSVM) with feature vector optimization is an effective process of information retrieval over the internet[15-19]. The rest of the paper describes as in section II describe the information optimization using feature vector. In section III. Describe the process of the cascaded support vector machine. in section IV describe the proposed mode and ontologies and finally discuss the conclusion and future work in section V

2. INFORMATION EXTRACTION & OPTIMIZATION

Information extraction over the internet is a very difficult task, due to large amount of links, tags, and unstructured data in web pages. For the extraction of information used various algorithms such as natural language processing and some HTMLRSS technique. these techniques extract the URLs and link and store in database[21-23]. The stored links create some patterns and extract the relevant information for the processing of queries. For the optimization of information used feature vector optimization process[19-20]. The feature vector optimization process removes the redundant URLs, links and keywords for the process of information retrieval. the process of logic describes below here[24-26].

Define some term for process of algorithms URLs U links L Keyword K, pattern P, Redundant R

**Input:**
FVO (U, L, K)

**Output:**
Optimal (U, L, K)

\[ U_i \leftarrow \emptyset, L_o \leftarrow \emptyset, K \leftarrow \emptyset \]

Start fetching of page documents

For all \( u_i \in u_u \) do

\[ U_i \leftarrow \phi, U_p \leftarrow \phi, U_d \leftarrow \phi, U_o \leftarrow \phi \]

\[ v_p \leftarrow R(u_p), U_o \leftarrow V_r \]

If \( u_p \) is-A Relation

Create feature vector of attribute of U

else if \( V_r \) is with P then

create an optimal set of \( U_i \)

end if

\[ L_p \leftarrow R(L_o), L_r \leftarrow L_r \]

if \( L_o \) is IS-A then

then creates pattern \( L_p \)

end if

\[ k_p \leftarrow R(k_o), k_r \leftarrow k_r \]
if \( kV \) is IS-A then

then creates pattern \( k_p \)

for all Patterns of \( P \)

create a feature vector \( UV(u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_n), RV(r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_m), KV(k_1, k_2, k_3, \ldots, k_n) \)

creates the patterns weight of \( U, R, K \) as 1

end if

for all patterns \( P \) do

create an optimal value of \( U \)

create optimal value of \( R \)

create optimal value of \( K \) as all weight value is 1.

end for

end for

for all input patterns \( P \) do

for all mapping relation do

creates segments of patterns

end for

\[ U_i \leftarrow u_i \cup R_c \leftarrow R \cup UK_c \leftarrow K_o \]

end for

for all optimal value of pattern.

end for
3. CASCADED SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
The cascaded support vector machine is a two-stage classifier. The two-stage classifier used for the labeling of domain ontology relation data. A query vector is then evaluated by every function in the cascade in turn and if at any point it is classified negative the evaluation stops[30]:

\[ f_c(x) = sgn(f_1(x)) sgn(f_2(x)) \ldots \ldots (1) \]

Where, \( f_c(x) \) is the cascade evaluation function. In other words, the decision functions in the cascade can be biased in such a way that their negative classification is very confident while the positive decisions are passed on to the next, more complex function.

In practice, the original full SVM (\( f_{svm} \)) can run on all the queries that pass through the cascade:

\[ F(x) = \begin{cases} 
-1 & \text{if } f_c(x) < 0 \\
sgn(f_{svm}(x)) & \text{if } f_c(x) \geq 0 
\end{cases} \ldots \ldots (2) \]

Biasing of the functions is done by setting the offset parameter \( b \) to achieve a desired accuracy of the function of an evaluation set. Romdhani introduces a method to model a desired receiver operator curve, although we settled for a
simpler approach, requiring that all positive objects in the original training set that are correctly classified by the full SVM have to be classified correctly by every level of the cascade as well and setting the offsets accordingly [27-29].

4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The process of model is combination of the cascaded support vector machine, feature vector optimization and domain ontology. The process of feature vector optimization reduces irrelevant link, URLs and keywords. The optimal value of FVO passes through the cascaded support vector machine. the cascaded support vector machine(CSVM) mapped the relation with domain ontologies(DO). The process of descriptions given below. Mapped the feature vector data pattern \( p_{F} \in \mathbb{R}^{D} \) in the cascaded support vector machine in a two-stage process. The mapped data of CSVM define the class level of domain ontology(DO). The labeling of class to DM creates semantic accuracy of query retrieval(UR).

1. Input: FVO data patterns
   Output: Query Retrieval
2. Compute \( DM_{(p, k)} \) and \( k \sim similar \ (RD) \)
3. for all \( FVO \in DM_{(p, k)} \) do
4.   estimate \( Relation (p_{F}, FVO) \)
5. end for
6. \( CSVM \leftarrow DM_{(p, k)} \) \{label of class map
7. for all \( FVO \in CSVM \) and \( DM \in UR \) do
8.   iterate \( k \sim pattern \ (RD) \) and \( rmap \sim pattern \ (DM, UR) \)
9.   if \( UR(\text{Label}) \) then
10.  \( CSVM \leftarrow CSVM \cup \{DM\} \)
11. end if
12. end for
13. for all \( FVO \in CSVMDo \)
14. Update \( fvo(\text{Label}) \) and \( class([\text{Relation}]) \)
15. end for
16. retrieve user query result
17. return \( DM \)
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper presents the new model for the retrieval of web-based information using Domain ontology and cascaded support vector machine. The cascaded support vector machine proceeds the optimal data of feature vector optimization. The feature vector optimization proceeds the data of information extraction using an information extractor. The extracted information contains URLs, links and keywords. The optimal value of FVO reduces the irrelevant relation of patterns for the mapping of the cascaded support vector machine. The cascaded support vector machine mapped the relation label of domain ontology of any data. the process of model reduces the semantic gap of user query and information retrieval. In future the proposed model implements in news portal, hotel industry and many more ontology-based information retrieval system.
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